AUBI Baubeschläge
GmbH

Compaq NonStop™ eBusiness solutions
for SAP CRM
SAP Mobile Sales
Benefits at a Glance
➔ Highly available, scalable
platform from Compaq,
the NonStop™ Internet
company.
➔ Outstanding stability and
performance thanks to
Compaq ProLiant servers.
➔ Excellent manageability
and uptime with Compaq
hot-plug functionality.
➔ Up-to-the-minute

“SAP Mobile Sales, mySAP.com™ and Compaq ProLiant Servers
have equipped our field sales force with the ability to respond to
customers faster and more accurately. With a Web client and a
secure Internet connection, our sales force now have easy and
immediate access to the consistent, real-time information they
need to do their job.”
Werner Klar – Controlling/IT Manager at AUBI
Security – Service – Quality
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Solution Overview
➔ Hardware
Full ProLiant series
➔ Software

AUBI Baubeschläge GmbH now operates independently under the umbrella of the Siegenia
Group. 1999 sales amounted to DM 110 million
with 480 employees.
A lean organizational structure and a results-
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driven management style have contributed to
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AUBI's success. This is complemented by a

SAP Mobile Sales

sharp understanding of market demands and

➔ Operating System
Windows NT
➔ Frontend
Windows NT/2000,
Microsoft Office
➔ Database

a customer-centered product strategy. With
two operating bases in Germany and one
production facility in Poland, AUBI is clearly
positioned for sustained growth and success.

Dynamic partnership

CRM – Mobile Sales with mySAP.com
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Controlling/IT Manager at AUBI.

➔ Users
160 (SAP R/3)
40 (Mobile Sales with
mySAP.com)

Record time-to-solution
Understandably, Compaq was chosen to supply
the hardware backbone for the CRM project.
The project blueprint (process modeling,
project plan) was completed by October 1999
and the new system went live in December.
The entire project has been a huge success,
with Compaq hardware delivering the performance and stability AUBI has come to know
and expect from Compaq. AUBI plans to roll
out additional Mobile Sales functionality
during the course of 2000.
Information at the touch of a button
The new solution has dramatically improved
the information flow and supply chain at AUBI,
with all customer data available to the sales
force at the touch of a button. Internal and
mobile employees have access to the same
data pool. “This enables a more customercentric quality of service, greater efficiencies
through real-time information, the elimination of unnecessary work, and reduced communication costs thanks to Web clients,”
explains to Werner Klar. Improved communications from the sales force, in turn, gives AUBI a
better insight into its customer base and
requirements. This results in a clear competitive advantage.
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